Rodent models of diet-induced obesity (DIO) mimic common human obesity more accurately than obese single-gene mutation lines, such as the ob/ob mouse. Sprague-Dawley rats sourced in the UK develop obesity when fed a high-energy diet, but susceptibility to DIO is normally distributed, as might be anticipated for a polygenic trait in an outbred population, in contrast to reports in the literature using ostensibly the same strain of rats sourced in the USA. Nevertheless, the responses of these rats to solid and liquid obesogenic diets are very similar to those reported elsewhere, and this model of DIO has much to commend it as a vehicle for the mechanistic study of susceptibility to DIO, development and reversal of obesity on solid and liquid diets and the response of peripheral and central energy balance systems to the development of obesity and to the obesogenic diets themselves. In general, hypothalamic energy-balance-related systems respond to obesogenic diets and developing obesity with activity changes that appear designed to counter the further development of the obese state. However, these hypothalamic changes are apparently unable to maintain body weight and composition within normal limits, suggesting that attributes of the obesogenic diets either evade the normal regulatory systems and/or engage with reward pathways that override the homeostatic systems. Since diets are a risk factor in the development of obesity, it will be important to establish how obesogenic diets interact with energy-balance pathways and whether there is potential for diets to be manipulated with therapeutic benefit.

**Hypothalamic neuropeptides: Liquid diets: Overconsumption**

**Human obesity**

A small number of energy-balance genes are known to be essential for normal body-weight regulation, with loss-of-function mutations in a single gene leading to obesity in laboratory animal models and in small numbers of human subjects (Hebebrand et al. 2003). The clustering of essential body-weight genes around the leptin–melanocortin receptor axis is particularly striking (Montague et al. 1997; Clement et al. 1998; Krude et al. 1998). This proof-of-concept, however, does not explain obesity in the majority of the human population, in whom no such genetic changes have been identified. If obesity is entirely genetic in causation, it would be difficult to explain the substantial increase in prevalence that is apparent over the last few decades. Rather, the consensus position that is currently favoured within the scientific community is that susceptibility to obesity is encoded by cumulative small (in function) changes in a number of genes, which in combination establish a susceptible genotype that can in turn generate an obese phenotype when the individual is placed in an appropriate environment. Current lifestyle trends that minimise the amount of essential physical activity, whilst simultaneously providing ready access to palatable highly-nutritious energy-dense food, have resulted in such a ‘risk’ environment. Contemporary diets are a major factor in the current obesogenic environment, and most human obesity could probably be assessed as being diet-induced.

**Obesogenic diets**

The majority of dietary manipulations that are applied experimentally to induce obesity in laboratory rodents have as their primary or only purpose the production of an obese animal, and may not be directly analogous to the types of diets consumed by individuals in the developed world. For example, commercial pellet diets, although available with a range of macronutrient compositions, are usually fed as the only source of nutrition, and in the absence of choice may oblige the animal to consume an unbalanced diet. If interest is in the mechanistic basis of overconsumption and how diets interact with peripheral and central (brain) energy-balance systems to induce obesity, there is a case
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for attempting more subtle manipulations. This approach might involve the provision of dietary choices, e.g. the supply of fat or sugar in separate feeding containers or of energy in liquid form. The latter approach may be especially important not only since soft drinks, shakes, yoghurt drinks and fruit-puree products are an important source of energy in contemporary Western diets (Stubbs & Whybrow, 2004), but also since human studies have recognised that energy-containing fluids generally induce less satiety than solids of equivalent energy content and carbohydrate load (DiMeglio & Mattes, 2000), paralleling findings in rats (Sclafani & Xenakis, 1984; Ramirez, 1987).

**Diet-induced obesity models and manipulations in the Sprague-Dawley rat**

From the earlier discussion it can be argued that rodent models of diet-induced obesity (DIO) may provide the best parallels of much human obesity, and such models now form a major research focus. Several distinct experimental strategies have been adopted in the study of DIO. These strategies have compared the effects of an obesogenic diet with a control diet in a single strain of rodent, the responses of two rodent strains (with differential susceptibility to DIO) to an obesogenic diet (Madiehe *et al.* 2000) or the range of DIO responses to an obesogenic diet within a single strain of rodent. The outbred Sprague-Dawley (SD) rat model exemplifies the latter approach, where individual animals within the population exhibit heterogeneity in their response to dietary challenge in a manner analogous to human subjects (Levin *et al.* 1989; Lauterio *et al.* 1994).

In the authors’ hands exposure of the SD rat to a high-energy (HE) diet that is relatively high in both fat and sugar induces a relatively brief spell of hyperenergetic intake at the point of diet transition (Fig. 1(b)), which may be a result of the greater energy density of the HE diet, and

---
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**Fig. 1.** Body-weight gain (g; a) and energy intake (kJ; b) of male Sprague-Dawley rats fed chow for 7 d, followed by high-energy diet (HE) for 21 d (*n* 80), after which half the animals remained on the HE diet (○: *n* 40) and half had HE diet supplemented with Ensure® (a palatable liquid diet; Abbott Laboratories, Queenborough, Kent, UK; EN; ●: *n* 40) for 10 weeks. On day 98, animals were transferred back to chow. (Data from Archer *et al.* 2005a.)
an accelerated rate of weight gain. A normal distribution of body-weight gain has been consistently observed (Archer et al. 2003), with some individuals being relatively susceptible to excessive weight gain whereas others are relatively resistant. By contrast, ostensibly in the same rat strain, Levin and colleagues (Levin & Dunn-Meynell, 2000; Levin & Keesey, 1998; Levin, 1999; Lauterio et al. 1999) report the emergence of distinct subpopulations of individuals that are apparently either predisposed to develop obesity or are resistant to excessive weight gain. Whatever the precise experimental outcome, the involvement of an underlying genotype in relative susceptibility to DIO in these rats is indicated by the ability to selectively breed towards contrasting weight-gain phenotypes (Levin et al. 1997).

Studies of the SD rat model have also suggested that the diet composition is an important factor in determining the longer-term consequences of body-weight gain. The consequence of withdrawing an obesogenic diet on subsequent body-weight trajectory, i.e. the level of body weight that will subsequently be defended, depends on the diet fed during the development of obesity. This relationship is demonstrated in a number of studies of dietary diet fed during the development of obesity. This relation-sequent body-weight trajectory, i.e. the level of body weight that will subsequently be defended, depends on the diet fed during the development of obesity. This relationship is demonstrated in a number of studies of dietary transitions employing chow, an HE diet and the palatable liquid diet, Ensure® (Abbott Laboratories, Queenborough, Kent, UK; Ensure® is a complete balanced nutritional supplement formulated for the dietary management of patients with, or at risk of developing, disease-related malnutrition, and is employed in studies of diet-induced obesity because of its ability to stimulate overall energy intake (palatability) and its ability to promote a state of positive energy balance (energy density, macronutrient composition)). SD rats show near complete defence of body weight on transfer from HE diet back to chow (Fig. 1(a); Levin, 1999; Levin & Dunn-Meynell, 2002; Archer et al. 2003; 2005a), in contrast to the effect of withdrawing HE+Ensure®. In the SD rat model liquid Ensure® was originally characterised as producing obesity in that proportion of the outbred population that was resistant to obesity on the HE diet (Levin, 1999). It has subsequently been demonstrated that Ensure® induces sustained energy overconsumption (Fig. 1(b)) and weight gain in the whole population of rats (Mercer & Archer, 2005). However, the excess body weight and obesity that develops when Ensure® is provided as a supplement to the HE diet is not completely defended when rats are returned to chow (Levin, 1999; Levin & Dunn-Meynell, 2002; Archer et al. 2005a). Weight loss on transfer from HE+Ensure® to chow is driven by a substantial and sustained hypoenergetic feeding episode (Fig. 1(a)), the magnitude of which is correlated with the proportional contribution of Ensure® to total energy intake immediately before the dietary manipulation (Archer et al. 2005a).

Similar responses in terms of overconsumption and hypoenergetic intake on withdrawal are observed when Ensure® is employed as a supplement to chow pellet (chow + Ensure®; ZA Archer and JG Mercer, unpublished results). The following is a discussion of feeding studies designed to assess whether these outcomes are the result of feeding liquid diets or reflect the engagement of the diet with specific brain signalling systems.

**Hypothalamic energy-balance systems**

Mammals regulate energy balance (intake and expenditure), and thus their body weight and composition, through the integration of numerous signals of neural, metabolic, endocrine and neuroendocrine origin. Signals reflecting and regulating energy balance originate both peripherally and within brain integratory centres. Peripheral signals relay the consequences of meal processing, gastrointestinal...
activity and changes in energy stores. Such signals may reach the brain directly, crossing the blood–brain barrier from the systemic circulation, or they may involve changes in the firing rate of vagal or other sensory nerve fibres. Within the hindbrain and the hypothalamus at the base of the forebrain is contained the neural circuitry for the integration of peripheral signals and subsequent onward signal transmission. The hypothalamus plays a key role in energy homeostasis, and changes in the activity of neuroendocrine systems in this region are likely to modulate both intake and expenditure, including both conservation and dissipation of energy. The last three decades have seen an explosion in research into these circuits, catalysed by the discovery of the obesity gene leptin, and there is now an explosion in research into these circuits, catalysed by the cloning of the obesity gene leptin, and there is now a detailed knowledge of the neuronal populations involved in regulating energy balance, the orexigenic (anabolic) and anorexigenic (catabolic) molecular substrates involved, and their regulation and integration (Friedman & Halaas, 1998; Kalra et al. 1999; Schwartz et al. 2000; Berthoud, 2002).

The most-well-characterised role for hypothalamic energy-balance-related neuropeptide systems is in the compensatory response to negative energy balance. Energy-balance systems in the hypothalamus are sensitive to the absence of food or its limited supply, and to the feedback signals reflecting this state, such as low blood leptin levels. Low circulating leptin acts on leptin receptors in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus (ARC) to increase expression of orexigenic neuropeptides such as neuropeptide Y and agouti-related peptide and decrease expression of anorexigenic genes such as pro-opiomelanocortin and cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART). These coordinated and complementary changes in hypothalamic gene expression (Fig. 3) effectively programme the animal to conserve energy while food supplies remain limited and to express hyperphagia once food becomes available again. These changes, and others, contribute to the familiar compensatory response to negative energy balance, but whereas this role is well described and appropriate in an evolutionary context to minimise the risk of starving to death and to accelerate recovery from severe negative energy balance, sensitivity of the same systems to positive energy balance is much less well studied (Mercer & Speakman, 2001). Similar evolutionary pressures could have acted to limit excessive storage of surplus energy as fat, which could impact negatively on the ability of the individual to evade predators (Mercer & Speakman, 2001). The limited evidence that is available supports this contention. Feeding via a gastric catheter at approximately 125% normal energy intake, producing 5% weight gain over 9 d, reduced voluntary oral intake of pellet diet to <10% that of controls, and increased expression of the anorexigenic genes corticotrophin-releasing factor and pro-opiomelanocortin by 50% and 80% in the paraventricular nucleus (Seeley et al. 1996) and ARC (Hagan et al. 1999) respectively. Thus, involuntary overfeeding appears to set in train a sequence of changes in peripheral and central signalling systems that culminate in voluntary hypophagia that may involve the melanocortin system (Hagan et al. 1999). This change in gene expression does seem to be effective in reducing energy intake. Examination of hypothalamic energy-balance systems under circumstances of voluntary overfeeding, such as in DIO, addresses issues of sensitivity to dietary manipulation and subtle changes in body weight over longer periods. How do the energy-balance systems interact with diet in the regulation of body weight in the normal animal? Are apparent changes in the activity of energy-balance systems as a result of feeding obesogenic diets effective in limiting weight gain? With these questions in mind, the interaction of diet with hypothalamic energy-balance systems in the SD DIO model is being examined.

Response of hypothalamic systems to obesogenic diets and diet-induced obesity

Panels of cloned neuropeptide and receptor genes have been used to investigate the consequences of feeding obesogenic diets and the development of DIO on expression of candidate energy-balance genes. A growing body of evidence from the authors’ (Archer et al. 2004, 2005a,b) and other laboratories (Guan et al. 1998; Lin et al. 2000; Ziotopoulou et al. 2000) indicates that the activities of energy-balance-related hypothalamic and peripheral signals are affected by such manipulations and their consequences. For example, juvenile SD rats fed HE diet for 5 weeks develop a phenotype of normal weight but excessive adipose tissue accumulation (Archer et al. 2004) and exhibit a profile of hypothalamic gene expression that is consistent with data obtained from mice (Guan et al. 1998; Lin et al. 2000) and could represent a compensatory response counteracting the state of positive energy balance. Rats fed the HE diet have lower levels of neuropeptide Y, agouti-related protein, leptin receptor and melanocortin-3 receptor mRNA in the ARC (Fig. 4; Archer et al. 2004). Neuropeptide Y and leptin receptor mRNA are also lower in the
Fig. 4. Down-regulation of neuropeptide Y (NPY), agouti-related peptide (AgRP), leptin receptor (OB-R) and melanocortin-3 receptor (Mc3R) mRNA in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus (ARC) of rats fed chow diet (■) for 1 week and then the chow diet or the high-energy diet (▲) for 5 weeks. Values are means with their standard errors represented by vertical bars. Mean values were significantly different from those for the rats fed the chow diet: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. (Data from Archer et al. 2004.)

dorsomedial and ventromedial hypothalamic nuclei respectively. Reduced expression of orexigenic peptides and down-regulation of leptin receptor expression is consistent with the elevated circulating leptin concentrations that accompany DIO.

Changes in gene expression after 5 weeks on HE diet could be the consequence of excessive accumulation of adipose tissue, although there is also evidence of more immediate recognition of obesogenic diets at the hypothalamic level. Such recognition and recruitment of compensatory hypothalamic mechanisms may be a means of limiting weight gain (Ziotopoulou et al. 2000). In short-to medium-term studies (Archer et al. 2005b) CART gene expression is increased in the ARC of HE-fed animals after 12 h, whereas melanocortin-4 receptor mRNA is elevated in the paraventricular nucleus of HE animals at 24 h. As has been repeatedly observed, SD rats initially over-consume energy when switched to an energy-dense HE diet, and the early increase in CART gene expression induced by positive energy balance may act to reduce food intake and increase energy expenditure. Whereas there may be recognition of obesogenic diets at the hypothalamic level, it is less clear whether regulatory systems can differentiate between different diets and the levels of obesity that develop as a consequence of their ingestion. The data accumulated suggests that such differentiation may not occur.

Hypothalamic gene expression has been measured in the animals represented in Fig. 1 (see Table 1; Archer et al. 2005a). Ensure® was fed as a supplement to the HE pellet diet in adult SD rats, resulting in sustained hyperenergetic intake, additional weight gain and adiposity, and elevated leptin; the animals from both the HE and HE + Ensure® groups were then returned to chow. The effects of Ensure® supplementation on hypothalamic gene expression are very limited, in contrast to the effect on energy intake and weight gain. Only tyrosine kinase B mRNA in the ventromedial nucleus is affected by Ensure® supplementation, with higher levels of expression observed in Ensure®-fed rats. Tyrosine kinase B is the receptor for the anorexigenic peptide brain-derived neurotrophic factor, and is a human obesity gene (Yeo et al. 2004). Although the genes examined fail to differentiate between the two diets and their respective consequences, the changes in gene expression on return to the chow diet are again consistent with both sets of animals attempting to resist obesity during the period in which they were fed an obesogenic diet. There are changes in expression for four mRNA, neuropeptide Y, CART, brain-derived neurotrophic factor and dynorphin. The up- and down-regulation respectively of neuropeptide Y and CART gene expression in the ARC following transfer back to chow, coupled with the decrease in brain-derived neurotrophic factor expression in the ventromedial nucleus appears to represent an integrated attempt to oppose further weight gain while on the obesogenic diets. The parallel down-regulation of dynorphin gene expression in both the ARC and the ventromedial nucleus on transfer back to chow indicates that this system is up regulated by the obesogenic diets employed, as reported elsewhere (Welch et al. 1996). The apparent insensitivity of the hypothalamus to Ensure® supplementation in these adult rats may reflect insensitivity to the additional elevation of the leptin signal over and above that produced by the HE diet.

Although the hypothalamic energy-balance systems may have limited capacity to distinguish between different obesogenic diets and the consequences of their ingestion, at least in older rats, the evidence of compensatory regulation of these systems is substantial and growing. However, despite the assessment that the homeostatic systems are changing in activity in a manner consistent with attempts to oppose further weight gain, the animal

Table 1. Hypothalamic gene expression in the arcuate nucleus (ARC) and ventromedial nucleus (VMH) of rats subjected to dietary manipulation (analysis of data from Archer et al. 2005a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>Effect of transfer back to chow</th>
<th>Effect of Ensure®†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPY</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgRP</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>⬇</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POMC</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CART</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptin receptor (OB-Rb)</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghrelin receptor</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYN</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYN</td>
<td>VMH</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabinoid receptor-1</td>
<td>VMH</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDNF</td>
<td>VMH</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrkB</td>
<td>VMH</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NPY, neuropeptide Y; AgRP, agouti-related peptide; POMC, pro-opiomelanocortin; CART, cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript; DYN, dynorphin; BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; TrkB, BDNF receptor; →, no change; ↑, increase; ↓, decrease.

†Male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed chow for 7 d, followed by high-energy diet (HE) for 21 d (n = 80), after which half the animals remained on the HE diet (n = 40) and half had HE diet supplemented with Ensure® (a palatable liquid diet; Abbott Laboratories, Queenborough, Kent, UK; n = 40) for 10 weeks. On day 98, animals were transferred back to chow.
continues to develop obesity. At least in the case of the Ensure®, diet, this state of positive energy balance is driven on by substantial and sustained overconsumption of energy. This finding suggests that other attributes of the obesogenic diet override the regulatory capacity of the homeostatic systems. In the case of Ensure®, the reward circuits are very likely to be involved (Kelley et al. 2003).

Interactions between hypothalamic homeostatic systems and the reward circuits

As discussed earlier, a substantial and growing body of evidence supports the existence of homeostatic mechanisms for regulating the consumption of food. However, it is equally apparent that reward systems contribute to a hedonic response to food in both man and laboratory mammalian species (Saper et al. 2002); for most human subjects food consumption goes beyond simply restoring energy reserves, and involves a complex array of sensory experiences, including olfactory, gustatory, social and visual cues. The ‘pleasure’ derived from the consumption of HE and sweet foods is likely to have been beneficial during evolution to encourage consumption of such foodstuffs when available. However, in the present environment in which HE foods are available in limitless quantities, it is likely to be contributing to the obesity epidemic. The circuits and molecules underlying the hedonic regulation of feeding are much-less-well studied than those that underlie the homeostatic mechanisms, although there are a number of candidate molecular and neuroanatomical components of the reward system, such as the opioid peptides, cannabinoids and the dopaminergic system, located in brain regions including the amygdala and the nucleus accumbens. The hedonic regulation of food intake may function independently of metabolic need, in contrast to the theoretical functioning of homeostatic regulation. Preferred foods appear to engage reward, or motivational, circuitry in the brain. The reward pathways are already viewed as a potential target for anti-obesity therapeutics, as demonstrated by the advanced state of development of the cannabinoid CB1 receptor antagonist rimonabant (SR-141716). However, this field remains relatively underdeveloped in terms of scientific knowledge. Interactions between the homeostatic and hedonic systems are not well understood, but are likely to be important in the overall regulation of food intake and body weight. Rodent models of DIO offer the opportunity to examine food reward as a causative factor in much human obesity.

Overview

Different obesogenic diets bring about their effects on body weight and composition in different ways; for example, through sustained overconsumption or as a result of an unbalanced macronutrient profile. In general, there appears to be recognition of developing obesity at the hypothalamic level, although substantial changes in the activity of hypothalamic energy-balance systems are not able to prevent weight gain. Other attributes of the diet must be involved in thwarting this hypothalamic output, and engagement with the reward system is likely to be important. The mechanisms underlying features of the SD rat DIO model such as overconsumption of Ensure® and the hypoenergetic intake on its withdrawal, a phenomenon also observed following withdrawal of a solid ‘cafeteria’-type diet (Rogers, 1985), are likely to be of widespread relevance in common human obesity. In particular, more mechanism-based research at the homeostatic–reward–diet interface should prove profitable.
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